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a b s t r a c t

A constitutive model for sand is derived based on a new theoretical framework that combines features of
perfect elastoplasticity and smooth hysteresis. It resembles a bounding surface model with vanished
elastic region, but with considerable modifications in that the plastic modulus is not explicitly defined,
and the mapping rule is Bouc–Wen motivated and works equally well in monotonic as in stress-reversal
loading. Among the proposed features, are: (a) critical state compatibility not only for monotonic but also
for cyclic loading, and (b) novel plastic flow rule accounting for anisotropic distribution of the dilatancy
strain ratio, d, to the normal plastic strain increments. The capability of the model in capturing complex
aspects of sand behavior (e.g. cyclic mobility, static liquefaction, densification) is demonstrated through
illustrative paradigms with emphasis on the physical meaning of each key-model parameter and com-
parisons with experimental data.

& 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The behavioral diversity of sand for different loadings (drained/
undrained, monotonic/cyclic), initial stresses and fabric conditions,
renders its modeling a difficult and challenging task. The suit-
ability of the used constitutive model is evaluated by its capability
to capture the trends across all these conditions without recali-
bration of its parameters for each specific case, but also by its
simplicity. Too many parameters might increase the versatility of
the model at the risk, however, of losing its physical meaning.

In the last three decades, many constitutive models for sand
have been proposed, each with varying degree of accuracy and
applicability. The most promising ones are plasticity-based that
incorporate the effective stress and critical state concepts (e.g.:
[5,7,9,14,22,27–31,36]), though recently developed hypoplastic
modelshave shown remarkable predictive capability (e.g. [19,23]).
In this paper, a constitutive model for sand is presented based on a
new plasticity framework that joins together features from perfect
elastoplasticity and Bouc–Wen type of hysteresis. The motivation
is to develop an alternative plasticity formulation that exhibits
critical state compatibility for both monotonic and cyclic loading
: þ30 210 7722405.
iopoulou),
and uniqueness of its parameters for a given type of sand, irre-
spective of loading conditions.

The model, designated as Ta-Ger sand model, is based on a
reformulation of perfect elastoplasticity by introducing a hard-
ening law inspired from smooth hysteretic modeling. The objec-
tive of smooth hysteretic models is to provide a continuous
function between an input (displacement, strain etc.) and an
output (force, stress etc.) for systems exhibiting hysteresis. In the
areas of smart structures and civil engineering, the main class of
smooth hysteresis models is represented by the so-called Bouc–
Wen model, originally proposed by Bouc [4] and subsequently
extended by Wen [41] and used in random vibration analysis of
inelastic systems. Since then, modified or extended versions of this
model have been extensively applied in modeling structural (e.g.
[17,34,39]) and soil behavior (e.g. [15,16,18]). In the present study,
the smooth-hysteresis concept is combined with perfect elasto-
plasticity, resulting in a definite and continuous expression of an
elastoplastic matrix, connecting the strain (input) with the stress
increment (output). The motivation behind this new plasticity
approach, which couples the perfect elastoplasticity with pre-
failure smooth hysteresis, is the formulation of an explicit elasto-
plastic matrix with the following advantages when compared to
classical elastoplasticity: (i) the explicit definition of the plastic
modulus and the loading index is not necessary, and (ii) no
inversion of the strain–stress increment equation is required, since
the current plasticity approach is formulated from the start in
stress–strain increment terms. Therefore, stress point algorithms
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and iterative procedures associated with the prediction of the
loading index and the stress increment, are avoided, rendering the
numerical implementation a simpler and more efficient task.

The framework of the new plasticity approach is then used for
developing a constitutive model for sand. The developed con-
stitutive formulation can be regarded as a single-surface model
with vanished elastic region and the distinguished characteristic of
an explicitly defined plastic matrix instead of a plastic modulus.
Salient features of the proposed plasticity approach are: (i) a new
plastic flow rule which is based on a revision of Rowe's dilatancy
theory (1962) to account for anisotropic distribution of the dila-
tancy to the normal plastic strain increments as well as densifi-
cation due to cyclic loading, (ii) a mapping rule incorporated in the
elastoplastic matrix and a load reversal criterion based on the sign
of the first order work, and (iii) a new formulation for the critical
state concept that introduces two “state” parameters. The first
being the cumulative incremental deviatoric strain, controlling the
transition from the initial to the critical state strength ratio and the
second one being the relative dilatancy index, IR, as originally
proposed by Bolton [3], associated with the critical state line in
Dr�p space. The main advantage against the traditional formula-
tion involving only the state parameter Ψ [1,27], is critical state
consistency for cyclic loading and avoidance of early shear locking
in cyclic undrained response (as observed in [9]).

In the following sections, the reader is initially introduced to
the proposed plasticity approach which is a general platform that
can be used for a macroscopic constitutive description of a wide
range of hysteretic materials when combined with an appropriate
failure surface and plastic flow rule. The development of the new
plasticity framework is presented step by step resulting in the
formulation of an elastoplastic matrix that involves two key-
variables, ζ and n. Without loss of generality, the role of each key-
variable in the current plasticity framework is exemplary
Fig. 1. Evolution of parameter ζ during loading and influence of hardening exponent n
symbols characterize the current stress states. The π-plane plots correspond to n¼1.
demonstrated by using the Drucker–Prager failure surface. The
presented plasticity platform, serves as the basis for developing an
integrated constitutive model for sand. The formulation of the
constitutive model is described in detail, emphasizing the effect of
the key-variables and state parameters on the behavior of sand.
Finally, the model is shown to be capable of reproducing compli-
cated experimental behavior with satisfactory engineering accu-
racy, however, its complete calibration is beyond the scope of
this paper.
2. Plasticity concept: combining perfect plasticity with Bouc–
Wen type hysteresis

The governing equations of a typical elastoplastic formulation
with no hardening (elastic/perfectly-plastic behavior), in general-
ized stress space, are revisited. For reasons of simplicity and con-
venience, the equations are given in the form of matrices instead
of tensors in this section. The incremental total strain, dϵ

� �
, is

decomposed into its elastic and plastic counterparts dϵe
� �

and
dϵp
� �

:

dϵ
� �¼ dϵe

� �þ dϵp
� � ð1Þ

The plastic strain increment is obtained from the flow rule:

dϵp
� �¼ l

� �∂g σf gð Þ
∂ σf g ð2Þ

Eq. (2) applies normality of the plastic strain increment to a plastic
potential function g. l is the scalar-valued stress-dependent multiplier,
designated as the loading index. Substituting Eq. (2) into Eq. (1) and
applying the theory of elasticity, dσ

� �¼ Ee� �
dϵe
� �

, Ee
� �

being the
linear elastic matrix, the following stress–strain relationship is
on the predicted response, in case of a Drucker–Prager failure criterion. The star
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Fig. 2. Evolution of loading, L¼0, bounding, f¼0, and target failure, F¼0, surface, illustrated in π-plane graphs, for a cyclic simple shear test with constant mean effective
stress. The star symbols characterize the current stress state.
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obtained:

dσ
� �¼ Ee

� �
dϵ
� �� l

� �∂g σf gð Þ
∂ σf g

� �
ð3Þ

For a perfectly plastic material, the yield surface, f, is fixed in
stress space and thus not functionally dependent on any other
state variable than stress. Plastic deformation occurs only when
the stress point reaches and lies on the failure surface. This pos-
tulate is stated by the following consistency equation:

df σf gð Þ ¼ 0 ) ∂f
∂ σf g

� �Τ

dσ
� �¼ 0 ð4Þ

Combining Eqs. (3) and (4), one can obtain both the definition
of the loading index, l, and the elastoplastic stress–strain rela-
tionship, in respect:

l
� �¼ ∂f

∂ σf g

� 	T
Ee
� �

∂f
∂ σf g

� 	T
Ee
� � ∂g

∂ σf g

� 	 dϵ
� � ð5Þ
dσ
� �¼ Ee

� �
If g�

∂g
∂ σf g

� 	
∂f
∂ σf g

� 	T
Ee
� �

∂f
∂ σf g

� 	T
Ee
� � ∂g

∂ σf g

� 	
2
64

3
75 dϵ
� � ð6Þ

Then, the elastic-perfectly-plastic matrix is derived:

Εep� �¼ Ee
� �

If g� Φg
� �

Φf
� �T Ee

� �
Φf
� �T Εe� �

Φg
� �

" #
ð7Þ

where Φf
� �

and Φg
� �

account for the gradients of yield surface
and plastic potential surface, respectively:

Φf
� �¼ ∂f

∂ σf g; U U Φg
� �¼ ∂g

∂ σf g ð8Þ

Thus far, it is clear that no kind of hardening response can be
accommodated by the current formulation, allowing only for
elastic/perfectly-plastic predictions. The intention is to attribute
hardening/softening characteristics to the elastic-perfectly-plastic
nature of Eq. (7), while deviating from the classical plasticity fra-
mework which involves the introduction of a plastic modulus, Kp,



Fig. 4. Evolution of loading, L¼0, bounding, f¼0, and target failure surface, F¼0 illustr
acterize the current stress states.

Fig. 3. Definition of parameter ζ upon first loading reversal (point D of Fig. 2) for a
cyclic simple shear test with constant mean effective stress. The star symbol
characterizes the current stress state, while the circle corresponds to “image”
stress point.
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in the denominator of Eq. (7), according to:

Eep
h

� �¼ Ee
� �

If g� Φg
� �

Φf
� �T Ee

� �
Kpþ Φf

� �T Εe� �
Φg
� �

" #
ð9Þ

To this end, an appropriate plastic matrix Hf g is directly inser-
ted in Eq. (7) by multiplying the right-hand side term inside the
parentheses:

Eep
h

� �¼ Ee
� �

If g� Φg
� �

Φf
� �T Ee� �

Hf g
Φf
� �T Ee

� �
Φg
� �

" #
ð10Þ

Our goal is to provide a simpler but equally efficient scheme
with higher versatility. Therefore, the role assigned to the matrix
Hf g is threefold: (i) it offers a gradual and smooth (“hardening-
type”) transition from the elastic to perfectly plastic response in
order to capture pre-failure nonlinearity and the coupling between
elastic and plastic counterparts composing the total strain incre-
ment, (ii) it provides an appropriate loading/unloading/reloading
mapping rule by tracking the distance from the ultimate perfectly
plastic state as defined by the failure surface, which herein, serves
as a bounding surface in the sense that it indicates the ultimate
ated in π-plane graphs, for a cyclic triaxial p-constant test. The star symbols char-



Fig. 5. Distribution/evolution of normal strain increments during a monotonic drained simple shear element test (a). Model prediction is held for both assumed gradients of
plastic potential surface: (b) Eq. (33) and (c) (35).
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strength which cannot be surpassed, and (iii) the values of its
terms are strictly bounded within the range of [0,1]. In this line of
thought, the matrix Hf g acquires only diagonal terms as a function
of a dimensionless parameter ζ, satisfying the second and third
requirements, and a hardening exponent parameter, n, fulfilling
the first postulate. Both of these parameters, considered key-
variables of the current plasticity formulation, are inspired by
the smooth hysteretic models of the Bouc–Wen type [15]. Matrix
Hf g is given as:

Hf g ¼ ζn If g ð11Þ
The components of the elastoplastic matrix of Eq. (10) can be

found in the Appendix.
As it has been already stated, parameter ζ needs to be

dimensionless and strictly bounded within the range [0,1]. It is
obvious that ζ should obtain unit value when the stress point
reaches the ultimate failure state (perfectly plastic, f¼0), while all
its intermediate values, from zero to unity, correspond to inter-
mediate stress states. In this context, the definition of parameter ζ
is derived directly from the equation of any given failure surface
describing a specific material. This can be easily achieved by an
appropriate reformulation of the given failure surface equation in
a rational non-dimensional way, so that the final equation is equal
to 1 instead of 0. In order to demonstrate an appropriate definition
for parameter ζ, compatible with a specific failure surface, let us
assume a material obeying a cone-type failure criterion in triaxial
space, such as Drucker–Prager:

f ¼ 03q�Mp¼ 0 ð12Þ
where q is the deviatoric stress, p is the mean effective stress and
M is the failure stress ratio representing the ultimate strength, e.g.
critical state. In lieu of the abovementioned requirements, a proper
definition of ζ is:

ζ ¼ q=p

 �
M

ð13Þ
Since the stress ratio, q/p, can only obtain values within the
range of [0,M], ζ is strictly bounded in the range of [0,1]. Evidently,
the elastic state corresponding to ζ¼0, Hf g ¼ 0f g and Eep

� �¼ Ee
� �

,
is trivialized to a single point and plastic strains develop from early
on, as soon as ζ becomes greater than zero. A set of loading sur-
faces are created upon definition of ζ, described by the following
equation:

q�ζMp¼ 0 ð14Þ
Each stress state corresponds to a unique value of ζ resulting in

a specific loading surface given by Eq. (14). Thus, each current
stress point automatically lies on a surface proportional to the
failure surface of Eq. (12) by the value of ζ, as illustratively
depicted in Fig. 1.

Conceptually, the failure surface works similarly to a reference
surface, namely a bounding surface [8], which cannot be sur-
passed, in the sense that for any given stress state (e.g. stress ratio,
q/p) there is always an “image” stress state lying on the failure
surface (e.g. stress ratio, M) so that the ratio, ζ, between the actual
and “image” stress states can be measured. Specifically, for the
examined case of a Drucker–Prager failure surface which forms a
circle in π plane, the current stress state is equal to the radius of
the current loading surface, while the “image” stress state is
always equal to the radius of the failure surface (see Fig. 1).

Clearly, parameter ζ holds the role of evolution or else mapping
rule. In retrospect, the plastic matrix, Hf g, is dependent only on the
bounding surface. Hence, the proposed plasticity approach is
characterized as a single-surface model. The elastic area is trivia-
lized to a single point at the beginning of loading, unloading and
reloading, where elastic behavior is expected at least momentarily
satisfying Masing rule. Hence, no yield surface is involved to define
the elastic region, or rather, the yield surface diminishes to a single
line for ζ¼0 (e.g. q¼0 from Eq. (14) for ζ¼0). Needless to say that
neutral loading cannot be captured in the lack of a yield surface.
This fact can be advantageous upon loading reversal where



Fig. 6. (a) Stress-strain loops under cyclic shear undrained loading. (b) Stress path in π-plane using Eq. (33), (c) evolution of shear stresses using Eq. (33), (d) Stress path
in π-plane using Eq. (35), and (c) evolution of shear stresses using Eq. (35).
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potential unrealistic reversal of loading by neutral loading is
automatically excluded; a weakness that is commonly encoun-
tered in the majority of elastoplasticity models, such as bounding
surface [8], generalized-plasticity [30], multisurface ones [31] etc.

While parameter ζ tracks the actual distance of the current stress
state from the failure state, exponent parameter n controls the rate
of transition from elastic state to the perfectly plastic one, as char-
acteristically demonstrated in Fig. 1 for a Drucker–Prager failure
surface. Exponent n is designated as the hardening parameter in the
current scheme, determining the degree of coupling between con-
current elastic and plastic strain increments during loading. As the
value of n increases, the response tends to be elastic/perfectly-plastic
while the elastic and plastic strain increments tend to be decoupled
during loading (e.g. n¼10), with the elastic ones occurring exclu-
sively prior to failure (plateau) and the plastic ones developing only
after failure takes place. Inversely, as the value of n decreases, the
coupling between the elastic and plastic components of total strain
increment increases until ultimate failure is reached, resulting in a
smoother transition to failure.
3. Constitutive model for sand

The new plasticity scheme is used as a framework to develop a
constitutive model for sand, attempting to capture the important
aspects of sand behavior under monotonic and cyclic loading, such
as dilation/contraction, hardening/softening, densification, lique-
faction and cyclic mobility. An appropriate bounding surface is
proposed, which allows a unique derivation of parameter ζ for
monotonic and cyclic loading by keeping memory of the last
reversal stress state, while loading reversal is determined by a
simple first-order work criterion. Additionally, a new set of func-
tions is introduced for the evolution of bounding and phase
transformation stress ratios in order to adopt the critical state
concept.
3.1. Pre-failure parameters

The terms in matrix Ee
� �

, which are shown in the Appendix,
are functions of the shear and bulk moduli which in turn are
functions of the mean effective stress p, according to:

G¼ Gopα
ð2:97�eÞ2

1þe
p
pα

� �m

; U U U U UK ¼ 2 1þνð Þ
3 1�2νð ÞG ð15Þ

in which, Go is a dimensionless material parameter, v is the
Poisson's ratio, pa is the atmospheric pressure, e is the current void
ratio, and m is a dimensionless parameter determining the rate of
variation of G and K with p [20,25,32].



Fig. 7. Model prediction for a drained cyclic simple shear test, exhibiting densification.
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3.2. Bounding surface and parameter ζ

An open-end, cone-type bounding surface is proposed as a
function of the current stress state as well as the stress state at the
last reversal of loading:

f ¼ s�rpp

 �

: s�rpp

 �� 1=2�

ffiffiffi
2
3

r
Ms;θ�np

 !
p¼ 0 ð16Þ

where s is the second order deviatoric stress tensor and Ms;θ is the
bounding stress ratio, determining the ultimate strength, depen-
dent on the lode angle θ. The stress ratio tensor, rp is given by:

rp ¼
sp
pp

¼σp�ppI
pp

ð17Þ

where σp is equal to the effective stress tensor and pp the mean
effective stress at the pivot points, once reversal of loading occurs. It
is noted that rp is comparatively equivalent to the back-stress ratio α
in a conventional bounding surface model. The scalar valued stress
ratio np is defined as the inner product of two tensors denoting the
distance of the pivot stress ratio rp from the hydrostatic axis:

np ¼ n : rp ð18Þ
in which n is a normalized stress ratio tensor, normal to f:

n¼ s�rpp

ðs�rppÞ : ðs�rppÞ
� 1=2 ð19Þ

The properties of tensor n are given by the following equations:

trn¼ n11þn22þn33 ¼ 0 ð20Þ

trn2 ¼ n : n¼ n2
11þn2

22þn2
33þ2n2

12þ2n2
23þ2n2

31 ¼ 1 ð21Þ
Evidently, in case of monotonic loading, the bounding surface, f,

returns to its common Drucker–Prager form but with Lode angle
dependency:

F ¼ s : s½ �1=2�
ffiffiffi
2
3

r
Ms;θp¼ 0 ð22Þ

The evolution of its shape, once reversal occurs, is explained in
Section 3.4 along with the mapping rule. Parameter ζ is defined
following the same concept described in Section 2:

ζ ¼ ðr�rpÞ : ðr�rpÞ
� 1=2ffiffi

2
3

q
Ms;θ�np

¼ jr�rpjffiffi
2
3

q
Ms;θ�np

ð23Þ

in which r is the current deviatoric stress ratio tensor. It is obvious
that ζ obtains zero values at each point reversal, initiating elastic
unloading, consistent with Masing rule. Parameter ζ ensures that the
current stress state always lies on a loading surface described by:

L¼ ðs�rppÞ : ðs�rppÞ
� 1=2�ζ

ffiffiffi
2
3

r
Ms;θ�np

 !
p¼ 0 ð24Þ

Since plasticity starts practically from ζ¼0, the yield surface
can be derived by Eq. (24) for ζ¼0. The gradient to this yield
surface is given by:

Φf ¼
∂f
∂σ¼ n�1

3
n : r ð25Þ

3.3. Lode angle dependency

The Lode angle is defined as:

cos 3ϑ

 �¼ 3

ffiffiffi
3

p

2
J3
J3=22

ð26Þ

where J2 and J3 are the second and third deviatoric invariant,
respectively. After using polynomial interpolation, Ms;θ can be
obtained by:

Ms;ϑ ¼
McþMe

2
�Mss

� �
cos 2 3ϑ


 �þ Mc�Me

2

� �
cos 3ϑ


 �þMss

ð27Þ
in which Mc is the bounding stress ratio in compression, Me in
extension and Ms in simple shear. They are related to friction
angle, φ, as:

Mc ¼ 6 sinφ
3� sinφ

; Me ¼ 6 sinφ
3þ sinφ

; Mss ¼ 2 sinφ ð28Þ

Then, the internal model parameter χ, accounting for the Lode
angle effects, is defined as:

χ ¼Ms;ϑ
Mc

ð29Þ



Fig. 8. Influence of exponent hardening parameter n on the simulated cyclic undrained response of sand.
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3.4. Mapping rule and load reversal criterion

Update of the stress ratio tensor at pivot points, rp, in Eq. (16)
occurs when the first order work changes sign; The first order
work is equal to the inner product of the strain rate tensor and the
difference of the current stress ratio tensor from the stress ratio
tensor obtained by the last pivot point:

dW ¼ ðr�rpÞ : ε ̇ ð30Þ
Figs. 2–4 offer a schematic insight on how the shape of

bounding surface, f¼0, described by Eq. (16) is adjusted to the
shape of the target failure surface [F¼0 of Eq. (22)] for each
stress path.

Initially, Fig. 2 illustrates certain snapshots of characteristic
stress states in π-plane, corresponding to certain points in a
stress–strain loop obtained by a cyclic simple shear test under
constant mean effective stress. The resulting stress path is a
straight line along θ¼π/6. The shapes of bounding, target failure
and loading surfaces, f¼0, F¼0 and L¼0, described by Eqs. (16),
(22), and (24) respectively, are plotted in the π-plane plots along
with the current stress point (star symbol). The beginning of
loading corresponds to stress point A which lies on the hydrostatic
axis (ζ¼0); therefore, the loading surface (L¼0) collapses to a
single line containing stress point A. From A to C� , the loading
surface swells isotropically as ζ increases, until it coincides both
with the target failure surface (F¼0) for ζ¼1 (point E�) and the
bounding surface (f¼0), since rp is still equal to 0. At pivot point
Cþ , the first order work, dW, changes sign, confirming the
occurrence of loading reversal and rp obtains the values of point
C� . At this moment, the loading surface trivializes once more to a
single point (ζ¼0), while the bounding surface, though convex in
general, fits perfectly to the target failure surface at the point
opposite to the current one (namely the “image” point). The
“image” point always corresponds to the point where the projec-
tion of current r–rp, crosses the surface f¼0, as depicted in Fig. 3.

In order to verify the unique adaptation of the bounding sur-
face for each stress path, the same graphical illustration is adopted
in Fig. 4 for the case of a cyclic triaxial p-constant test. From points
A to C� , the image is similar to that of Fig. 2, besides the fact that
the stress points lies on θ¼0 (compression). Upon first reversal,
point Cþ , the loading surface becomes a single point in π-plane
coinciding with the stress point, while the bounding surface
adapts in a way that fits the target failure at θ¼π/3 (“image”
point). Upon second reversal, namely point E� , the stress ratio
tensor, rp, is updated once again, so that this time the bounding
surface coincides with the target failure one at θ¼0 (next “image”
point).

Overall, Eq. (16) describes a uniquely adaptable bounding sur-
face to the target surface for each specific stress path. In mathe-
matical terms, the target surface is the geometric locus of the
“image” points derived from the bounding surface. Consequently,
the mapping rule is automatically incorporated in parameter ζ-
since its definition is based on a reformulation of Eq. (16), and
thus, in the plastic matrix Hf g.

3.5. Flow rule

The stress-dilatancy relationship, adopted by the model, is based
on Rowe's dilatancy theory [33]. The ratio of the plastic volumetric
strain increment, dεpp, over the plastic deviatoric strain increment, dεpq,



Fig. 9. Computed cyclic simple shear undrained response of a sand specimenwithDr¼70% .

Fig. 10. Demonstration of drained cyclic simple shear response of a sand specimen
with Dr0¼40 % under constant shear stress amplitude and evolving exponent n.
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depends on the distance of the current stress ratio, q/p, in conventional
p–q space from the phase transformation line, Mpt, as follows:

d¼ dεpp
dεpq

¼ Mpt �
q
p

� �
ð31Þ

When q/p4Mpt, the imposed deviatoric strain increment cau-
ses dεppo0 and do0 which corresponds to dilation. Vice versa,
when q/poMpt, dε

p
p40 and d40 resulting in contraction. The

dilatancy strain ratio, d, remains a scalar quantity in multiaxial
stress–strain space, calculated by:

d¼ Rd

ffiffiffiffi
2
3

r
Mptχn�

s
p

 !
: n¼ Rd

ffiffiffi
2
3

r
Mptχ�

s
p
: n

 !
ð32Þ

where χ is the factor described by Eq. (29) to account for the Lode
angle effect and Rd is a parameter dependent on the current
relative density which allows to capture densification effects due
to cyclic drained loading.

The gradient to the plastic potential surface, necessary for the
formation of the elastoplastic matrix of Eq. (10), is given by:

Φg ¼
∂g
∂σ¼ nþn2d ð33Þ

Both volumetric and deviatoric nonassociativeness is applied.
Dilatancy, d, is distributed to three plastic normal strain increments
anisotropically, depending on the loading direction, which is
represented by the normalized tensor n. The increment of the
plastic strain tensor can be obtained by Eq. (2). Due to the property
of tensor n, described by Eq. (21), the plastic volumetric increment,
dεpp, is indeed equal to:

tr dεpp
� 	

¼ hlitrΦg ¼ hlitrn2 ¼ hlid ð34Þ

Thus far, it is common in literature (e.g. [5,7,9,27,28]) to arbi-
trarily assume an isotropic distribution of the quantity, d, to the
three normal plastic strain increments, as indicated by the factor



Table 1
Model parameters and values for monotonic loading of Toyoura sand.

FORMULATION A, Eqs (40)–
(41)

FORMULATION B, Eq.
(38)

Parameter Values Parameter Values

Elasticity Ao 130 Ao 130
ν 0.15 ν 0.15
m 0.8 m 0.8

Critical State Mcs 1.25 Mcs 1.25
– – e0 0.934
– – λ 0.019
– – ξ 0.7

Bounding Surface &
Dilatancy

Q 9.1 nb 0.9
R 0.75 nd 0.7
c 10 – –

Hardening Exponent
n

n 0.35 n 0.25

Fig. 11. (a), (b) Comparison between experimental data from monotonic drained tria
i) formulation A [set of Eqs. (40-41)] and ii) formulation B [set of Eqs. (38)] for the bo
variable, IR, bounding stress ratio, Ms and stress ratio, q/p, versus axial strain for formulat
q/p, versus axial strain for formulation B.
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1/3 in the following equation:

Φg ¼
∂g
∂σ¼ nþd

3
I ð35Þ

This assumption finds its origin in the undrained behavior of
fully saturated sand specimens and it is basically formed as such:
Any tendency for volume change is equally attributed to the three
normal components due to water incompressibility, irrespective of
the type of loading. Although this is a reasonable assumption for
undrained conditions, its validity is questioned in case of full
drainage. Why equal tendency for normal deformation should be
assumed in all three directions, when, for example, shear stress is
only applied in one direction? In other words, why the out-of-
plane plastic strain increment should be equal with the in-plane
ones? To account for the effect of the loading direction on the
distribution of the dilatancy, d, to the three normal plastic strain
components, Eq. (33) is adopted. Comparison is held between Eqs.
(33) and (35) in order to highlight the difference in stress and
strain components.
xial tests on Toyoura sand with p0¼100 kPa [40] and model predictions using:
unding, Ms , and phase transformation stress ratios, Mpt (c), (d) Evolution of state
ion A. (e), (f) Evolution of state variable, Ψ, bounding stress ratio, Ms and stress ratio,



Fig. 12. (a), (b) Comparison between experimental data from monotonic drained triaxial tests on Toyoura sand with p0¼100 kPa [40] and model predictions using:
i) formulation A [set of Eqs. (40-41)] and ii) formulation B [set of Eqs. (38)] for the bounding, Ms , and phase transformation stress ratios, Mpt. (c), (d) Evolution of state
variable, IR, bounding stress ratio, Ms and stress ratio, q/p, versus axial strain for formulation A. (e), (f) Evolution of state variable, Ψ, bounding stress ratio, Ms and stress ratio,
q/p, versus axial strain for formulation B.

Fig. 13. Comparison between experimental data from monotonic undrained triaxial tests on Toyoura sand [40] and model predictions using: i) formulation A [set of
Eqs. (40-41)] and ii) formulation B [set of Eqs. (38)] for the bounding, Ms, and phase transformation stress ratios, Mpt.
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Fig. 14. Comparison between experimental data from monotonic undrained triaxial tests on Toyoura sand [40] and model predictions using: i) formulation A [set of
Eqs. (40-41)] and ii) formulation B [set of Eqs. (38)] for the bounding, Ms and phase transformation stress ratios, Mpt.

Fig. 15. Comparison between experimental data from monotonic undrained triaxial tests on Toyoura sand [40] and model predictions using: i) formulation A [set of
Eqs. (40-41)] and ii) formulation B [set of Eqs. (38)] for the bounding, Ms and phase transformation stress ratios, Mpt.
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Fig. 5 illustrates the distribution of normal strain components for a
monotonic simple shear test, where only shear stress, σ12, is applied. In
terms of shear stress–strain curve the response is the same for both
equations. Eq. (35) results in equal normal strains in all directions
(εii¼εp/3), whereas Eq. (33) develops normal strains only in the
directions related with the applied shear stress; ε11 and ε22. The out of
plane normal strain ε33 is zero, indicating that there is no tendency for
contraction or dilation in the directionwhere no shear stress is applied.

In the case of an undrained cyclic simple shear test, where no
normal strain is allowed and only σ12 is applied, the variation of
normal stresses is identical when Eq. (35) is adopted, resulting in a
path always lying on π/6 in π-plane plot, as depicted in Fig. 6.
Alternatively, when Eq. (33) is used, the out of plane normal stress,
σ33, decreases in a slower rate during loading, resulting in a more
complicated path as plotted in a π-plane graph. Whether Eqs. (33)
or (35) is closer to reality is difficult to be documented, since
elaborate experimental data are needed involving the measure-
ment of each strain or stress component for a variety of
stress paths.

Parameter Rd in Eq. (32) is given by:

Rd ¼ e�α Dr �Dr0ð Þ ð36Þ
where Dr is the current relative density, Dr0 is the initial relative
density and α is a constant. Evidently, increase of Dr causes
decrease of parameter Rd and subsequent decrease of quantity, d,
resulting in densification as shown in Fig. 7 for the case of a
drained cyclic simple shear element test. Parameter Rd is deliber-
ately chosen as a function of Dr, so that Rd remains unity during
undrained loading. The calibration of constant α for the demon-
stration of Fig. 7 was based on the empirical correlations of
volumetric strains with the number of cycles for 1% shear strain
and Dr0¼45% [12,35].

3.6. Influence of hardening exponent n

Typical values of hardening exponent n for soils are found in
the range of 0.2–0.8, as suggested by [11]. In general, the mono-
tonic response is not extremely sensitive to hardening exponent n;
thus, a satisfactory prediction can be achieved with a specific value
within the range of 0.2–0.5, for both drained and undrained con-
ditions, accompanied by a proper calibration of the other model
parameters. The same applies also for cyclic drained loading.
However, the response under cyclic undrained loading is greatly
affected by the value of n, especially in terms of number of cycles
required to cause liquefaction (p¼0), as shown in Fig. 8. Three
different values of n have been used in an attempt to predict the
response of a sand specimen with Dr0¼70% under simple shear
undrained loading. In case of n¼0.3, only 6 cycles of loading are
required for liquefaction occurrence (p¼0), while large shear
strains 43% develop abruptly after the 3rd cycle. As n increases
(e.g. n¼0.5), the required number of cycles also increases, until
n¼0.7 for which liquefaction cannot be practically achieved
within a reasonable number of cycles. However, no strain locking
is observed, and accumulation of shear strains continues with
increasing loading cycles even for large values of n.



Fig. 16. Comparison between experimental data from cyclic undrained torsional shear tests on Toyoura sand [43] and model predictions using: i) formulation A [set of
Eqs. (40-41)] and ii) formulation B [set of Eqs. (38)] for the bounding, Ms and phase transformation stress ratios, Mpt.

1 Phase transformation stress ratio is referred to as dilatancy stress ratio by
many researchers (e.g. [5,9,27,37]). However, in this paper the term “phase trans-
formation stress ratio” is preferred, which was introduced by Ishihara et al., [21]
after experimental observations and was adopted by many researchers on the field
of constitutive modeling (e.g. [14,26]). It is believed by the authors to provide a
more accurate description of the physical mechanism at hand.
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Exponent n is the crucial parameter to determine the number
of cycles required to cause liquefaction, whether the criterion is
p¼0 or the shear strain exceeds a certain threshold (e.g. 3%). For
more realistic results, similar to experimentally observed behavior,
n is expressed as a function of the cumulative deviatoric strain
increment:

n¼ nf þ npeakþ n0�npeak

 �

e�β
P

dεq �nf

h i
e� γ 1� sign

P
j dεp j


 �
 �P
dεq

ð37Þ
In Eq. (37), nf is the final desired value (when p tends to zero), n0 is
the initial value, npeak is the potentially reached peak value
dependent on constants β and γ. The rightmost exponential
term of Eq. (37) depends on the function 1�sign

P jdεp j

 �

, whereP jdεp j is the accumulation of volumetric strain increments.
Undrained conditions impose that dεp ¼ 0; thus this function
returns unity for undrained cylic loading.

The resultant prediction by Eq. (37) is depicted in Fig. 9. A
characteristic more rapid decrease of p is observed in the first two
cycles (n¼0.5), followed by slower decrease (for n40.6) until the
rate of p reduction increases again so that liquefaction is achieved
(0.3rnr0.5). In terms of stress–strain loops, there is a gradual
increase of shear strain amplitude for each additional cycle.

Cyclic loading under drained conditions causes densification.
When constant stress amplitude cycles of loading are applied,
densification is reflected in the stress–strain loops through a gra-
dual increase of the secant shear modulus and narrowing of the
loop (cyclic hardening). This behavior can be reproduced by con-
tinuously increasing the value of parameter n during loading. For
this purpose, Eq. (37) is used, which, in case of drained loading, the
last exponential at the right-hand side is deactivated, sinceP jdεp j40 , so that the function 1�sign

P jdεp j

 �

becomes
equal to zero. Demonstration of the impact of Eq. (37) on the pre-
dicted response is shown in Fig. 10.

3.7. Evolution of bounding and phase transformation stress ratios

3.7.1. Adopting the critical state concept
The essence of the critical state concept is that no change in

volume occurs when the current stress state reaches the critical
state despite the continuous increase of shear strain. In order to
achieve this kind of performance upon critical state, both the
phase transformation,1 Mpt and the bounding stress ratios, Ms,
should gradually converge to the critical state stress ratio, Mcs,
producing zero plastic volumetric change when the stress ratio
becomes equal to Ms¼Mpt¼Mcs, according to the flow rule of Eq.
(31). Several suggestions have been made in literature for the



Table 2
Model parameters and values for undrained cyclic loading of Toyoura sand.

FORMULATION A,
Eqs. (40)–(41)

FORMULATION B,
Eqs. (38)

Parameter Values Parameter Values

Elasticity Ao 130 Ao 130
ν 0.15 ν 0.15
m 0.8 m 0.8

Critical state Mcs 1.33 Mcs 1.33
– – e0 0.934
– – λ 0.019
– – ξ 0.7

Bounding surface &
dilatancy

Q 9.1 nb 0.9
R 0.77 nd 0.7
c 4 – –

Hardening exponent
n

n0 0.5 n0 1
nf 0.3 nf 0.2
npeak 8 npeak 4.7
β 3.5 β 105
γ 30 γ 42
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variation of Ms and Mpt, based on a suitable current state material
parameter relative to the critical state [27,42]; one of the most
recent and physically perceptible, being proposed by [9] and
adopted also by [37]:

Ms ¼Mcse�nbΨ and Mpt ¼McsendΨ ð38Þ

in which Ψ ¼ e�ec, ec is the void ratio given by the critical state
line in e–p space described by:

ec ¼ e0�λ
p
pat

� �ξ

ð39Þ

and nb; nd positive material constants. The effectiveness of Eqs.
(38) relies on three satisfied postulates: (i) when e¼ec then
Mpt¼Ms¼Mcs, (ii) for denser sands where eoec, then MptoMcs

oMs leading to dilatant response and (iii) for looser sands where
e4ec, then MptoMcsoMs resulting in contraction. Although the
above formulation [Eqs. (38)] works efficiently, at least for
monotonic loading, the calibration process can be challenging
should the measured behavior be reproduced for a wide variety of
stress paths without readjusting nb; nd for each specific
simulation.

Moreover, the above mentioned postulates are not necessarily
satisfied in case of cyclic loading. For example, in case of cyclic
mobility it has been experimentally observed [13,2,24,43,10] that
cyclic loading moves the stress paths towards the critical state line
in q-p space which coincides with the so-called failure envelope at
p¼0. However, the state parameterΨ cannot become equal to zero
under cyclic strain accumulation, so that Ms converges eventually
to Mcs. Therefore, Eqs. (38) lead to early stabilization at p40,
hindering liquefaction occurrence and subsequent development of
large strains [9]. As a result, extra features usually need to be
added in a formulation, which are usually attributed to fabric-
related effects (e.g. fabric-dilatancy tensor), as indicated by Dafa-
lias and Manzari [9]. However, this modification may only con-
tribute to a further decrease of p towards zero, but fails to repro-
duce the associated increase in shear strain amplitude. Indeed, Ms

and Mpt still cannot converge to Mcs and shear locking cannot be
eventually avoided.
After meticulous observation of experimental data and careful
consideration of the above, an alternate formulation for the evo-
lution of the bounding stress ratio was chosen as a function of the
cumulative deviatoric strain increments,

P
dεq:

Ms ¼Mcsþ Mspþ Ms0�Msp

 �

e� c
P

dεq �Mcs

h i
e� c

P
dεq ð40Þ

where Mso is an initial value and Msp is a maximum value that can
be potentially reached depending on the model parameter c. For
typical values of c in the range of 3–10, Msp can never be reached.
Instead, a lower value is reached, herein called Mspeak.

The phase transformation stress ratio evolves in the same
context, according to the following expression:

Mpt ¼Mcsþ Mpt0�Mcs

 �

e�0:5c
P

dεq ð41Þ

where Mpto is the initial value of Mpt. The use of cumulative
deviatoric strain increments,

P
dεq ensures that critical state will

be reached under monotonic and cyclic loading [38].

3.7.2. Using relative dilatancy index as state parameter
The proposed set of Eqs. (40) and (41) may present a more

convenient and flexible formulation, but it lacks a parameter
related to the critical state, that will provide a physical meaning.
The latter can be achieved by correlating the model parameters
Ms0, Msp and Mpt0 with Bolton's relative dilatancy index [3,6]:

IR ¼Dr Q� ln pð Þð Þ�R ð42Þ

where Dr is the current relative density of the sand, p is the
current mean effective stress, and Q, R are constants obtaining
values close to 10 and 1, respectively. Critical state occurs when
IR¼0, while IR40 indicates denser states of sands and IRo0
accounts for looser contractive states. For triaxial compression
the maximum friction angle is given by Bolton [3],
φmax�φcs ¼ 3IR, thus:

Mspeak ¼
6 sin φmax


 �
3� sin φmax


 � ð43Þ

The bounding stress ratio obtains its maximum value, Mspeak,
when:

∂Ms

∂
P

dεq

 �¼ 03

X
dεq

� 	
peak

¼ 1
c
ln

Mcs�Msp

2 Mso�Msp

 �

 !
ð44Þ

where the initial value, Mso, is given by:

Mso ¼
6 sin 0:8φcsþ3IRo


 �
3� sin 0:8φcsþ3IRo


 � ð45Þ

with IRo being the initial value of the relative dilatancy index, IR.
Substituting Eq. (44) to Eq. (40), Msp is obtained:

Msp ¼ 2Mspeak�Mcsþ0:5
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2Mcs�4Mspeak

 �2�16Mso Mspeak�Mcs


 �þ4Mcs
2

q
ð46Þ

After statistical processing of numerous drained tests on sands,
Bolton [3] suggested that:

�dεp
dε1

� �
max

¼ 0:3IR ð47Þ

when the peak strength value, Mspeak, is reached; a deduction
that can be used for the calibration of the plastic flow rule and
specifically, the phase transformation stress ratio. Combining Eqs.
(31) and (47) for triaxial loading test conditions (dε2 ¼ dε3),

assuming that dεpp
dεpq

� �
max

� dεp
dεq

h i
max

when maximum strength (ζ¼1)



Fig. 17. Evolution of bounding, Ms and phase transformation stress ratios, Mpt for model prediction of experimental data from cyclic undrained torsional shear tests on
Toyoura sand [43] of Fig. 15 using: i) formulation A [set of Eqs. (40-41)] and ii) formulation B [set of Eqs. (38)].
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occurs, it is shown that:

dεpp
dεpq

" #
max;tx

¼Mpt;peak�Mspeak ¼
�3 �dεp

dε1

h i
max

3þ �dεp
dε1

h i
max

¼ �3ð0:3IRÞ
3þð0:3IRÞ

ð48Þ

In order to satisfy the above requirement [Eq. (48)], Mpto is
deliberately chosen as:

Mpto ¼Msζ
n� 3ð0:3IRÞ

3�3ð0:3IRÞ
ð49Þ

so that, according to Eq. (41), Mpt � Mpto ¼Mspeak� 3ð0:3IRÞ
3�3ð0:3AIRÞ at

peak strength (ζ¼1).
In retrospect, by following the above described calibration pro-

cess, the initially “physically meaningless” model parameters Ms0,
Msp and Mpto are eventually expressed as functions of the funda-
mental soil properties φcs, Dr and current confining pressure p.
4. Model prediction versus experiments

Model predictions versus experimental results have been per-
formed for both formulation of Ms and Mpt: formulation A [set of
Eqs. (40–41)] and formulation B [set of Eqs. (38)] to evaluate the
efficacy of the proposed formulation A compared to the well-
established formulation B. Both formulations have been incorpo-
rated in the constitutive formulation proposed in this paper.
Initially, simulations of drained and undrained triaxial monotonic
tests for Toyoura sand were conducted. The values of the model
parameters adopted in these simulations, are depicted in Table 1
for both formulations. The relative density, Dr, was calculated
considering emax¼0.977 and emin¼0.597 for Toyoura sand,
according to Verdugo and Ishihara [40]. Figs. 11–15(a) and
(b) illustrate the comparison between model predictions and
experiments. The flexibility offered by the proposed formulation
for Ms and Mpt provides a better agreement with the experiments,
especially for loose sands. In case of denser sands, the level of
predictability can be considered equal for both models.

Figs. 11–12(c) and (d) offer an insight on how the new pre-
sented constitutive formulation cooperates with the two for-
mulations for Ms and Mpt based on the evolution of state para-
meter IR for formulation A and Ψ for formulation B. The required
parameters for the critical state line in e–p space, λ and ξ, were
obtained from Taiebat and Dafalias [37]. The differences between
the two formulations are mostly attributed to the initial values of
Ms which in case of formulation A are lower than Mcs for both the
looser and denser sand. According to these new equations, the
stress ratio q/p reaches the bounding surface early during loading
following its shape up to the critical state. On the other hand, for
formulation B, the stress ratio meets the bounding surface later
during loading at a higher current value of Ms and then follows the
bounding surface up to critical state in a much slower rate.

In the following, undrained cyclic loading was simulated and
compared with experimental results, as depicted in Fig. 16. In order
to efficiently capture the number of cycles to liquefaction, Eq. (37)
was adopted. The values of the model parameters considered in the
simulations are presented in Table 2, for both formulations. Evi-
dently, model simulation incorporating formulation A, captures
better the stress–strain loops. On the other hand, when formulation
B is adopted, shear locking is observed despite the fact that early
stabilization (at p40) is avoided, and liquefaction (p¼0) eventually
occurs. This is accomplished without the use of a fabric-related
parameter as it has been applied by Dafalias and Manzari [9] in the
framework of classical bounding elastoplacity); an achievement
attributed to the proposed plasticity approach. To elucidate the
differences between the two formulations, Fig. 17 plots the evolu-
tion of Ms and Mpt with the number of strain increments (steps). In
case of formulation B, Ms and Mpt, despite the negligible fluctua-
tions due to variation of Ψ, are practically constants throughout
loading, far from their critical state value; a fact which eventually
leads to shear locking. On the other hand, formulation A leads to a
continuous variation of both Ms and Mpt that tend to an asymptotic
oscillatory convergence to Mcs (due to significant variation of IR).
Overall, formulation A [Eqs. (40–41)] offers a higher degree of ver-
satility and flexibility allowing for more consistent predictions of
sand behavior under monotonic or cyclic loading; thus it is adopted
by the proposed constitutive model.
5. Summary

A new plasticity framework for sand behavior in multiaxial
stress–strain space is developed by combining perfect plasticity
with components of smooth hysteretic modeling of the Bouc–Wen
type. The proposed formulation incorporates many innovations
(such as new mapping and plastic flow rules) intended to provide
critical state compatibility not only for monotonic but also for
cyclic loading and uniqueness of model parameters for a given
type of sand. The comparison with experimental results reveals
the capability of the model to describe complex patterns of sand
behavior as well as its flexibility to predict liquefaction and cyclic
mobility, developing very large strains (e.g. γ48%) without exhi-
biting shear locking. This very important feature is mainly attrib-
uted to a new formulation for the evolution the bounding and
phase transformation stress ratios that ensures asymptotic con-
vergence to critical state for all types of applied loading. Imple-
mentation of the Ta-Ger sand model in a commercially available
finite element analysis program is currently under development
and appears promising.
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Appendix

Elasticity matrix:

Ee ¼

E1 E2 E2 0 0 0
E2 E1 E2 0 0 0
E2 E2 E1 0 0 0
0 0 0 2G 0 0
0 0 0 0 2G 0
0 0 0 0 0 2G

2
666666664

3
777777775

ðIÞ

where:

E1 ¼ Kþ4G
3

ðIIÞ

and

E2 ¼ K�2G
3

ðIIIÞ

in which, G and K are the elastic shear and bulk moduli, in respect.
Elasto-plastic Matrix Eep

h

Eep
h ¼

A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6

B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6

D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6

E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6
F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6

2
6666666664

3
7777777775

ðIVÞ

dσ11

dσ22

dσ33

dσ12

dσ23

dσ31

2
6666666664

3
7777777775
¼

A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6

B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6

D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6

L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6
F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6

2
6666666664

3
7777777775

dε11
dε22
dε33
dε12
dε23
dε31

2
6666666664

3
7777777775

ðVÞ

The components of the elastoplastic matrix are given by:

A1 ¼ E1�ζn

S Φf ;11E1þΦf ;22E2þΦf ;33E2

 �

Φg;11E1þΦg;22E2þΦg;33E2

 �

A2 ¼ E2�ζn

S Φf ;11E2þΦf ;22E1þΦf ;33E2

 �

Φg;11E1þΦg;22E2þΦg;33E2

 �

A3 ¼ E2�ζn

S Φf ;11E2þΦf ;22E2þΦf ;33E1

 �

Φg;11E1þΦg;22E2þΦg;33E2

 �

A4 ¼ �2Gζn

S Φg;11E1þΦg;22E2þΦg;33E2

 �

Φf ;12

A5 ¼ �2Gζn

S Φg;11E1þΦg;22E2þΦg;33E2

 �

Φf ;23

A6 ¼ �2Gζn

S Φg;11E1þΦg;22E2þΦg;33E2

 �

Φf ;31

ðVIÞ
B1 ¼ E2�ζn

S Φf ;11E1þΦf ;22E2þΦf ;33E2

 �

Φg;11E2þΦg;22E1þΦg;33E2

 �

B2 ¼ E2�ζn

S Φf ;11E2þΦf ;22E1þΦf ;33E2

 �

Φg;11E2þΦg;22E1þΦg;33E2

 �

B3 ¼ E2�ζn

S Φf ;11E2þΦf ;22E2þΦf ;33E1

 �

Φg;11E2þΦg;22E1þΦg;33E2

 �

B4 ¼ �2Gζn

S Φg;11E2þΦg;22E1þΦg;33E2

 �

Φf ;12

B5 ¼ �2Gζn

S Φg;11E2þΦg;22E1þΦg;33E2

 �

Φf ;23

B6 ¼ �2Gζn

S Φg;11E2þΦg;22E1þΦg;33E2

 �

Φf ;31

ðVIIÞ

C1 ¼ E2�ζn

S Φf ;11E1þΦf ;22E2þΦf ;33E2

 �

Φg;11E2þΦg;22E2þΦg;33E1

 �

C2 ¼ E2�ζn

S Φf ;11E2þΦf ;22E1þΦf ;33E2

 �

Φg;11E2þΦg;22E2þΦg;33E1

 �

C3 ¼ E2�ζn

S Φf ;11E2þΦf ;22E2þΦf ;33E1

 �

Φg;11E2þΦg;22E2þΦg;33E1

 �

C4 ¼ �2Gζn

S Φg;11E2þΦg;22E2þΦg;33E1

 �

Φf ;12

C5 ¼ �2Gζn

S Φg;11E2þΦg;22E2þΦg;33E1

 �

Φf ;23

C6 ¼ �2Gζn

S Φg;11E2þΦg;22E2þΦg;33E1

 �

Φf ;31

ðVIIIÞ

D1 ¼ �2Gζn

S Φf ;11E1þΦf ;22E2þΦf ;33E2

 �

Φg;12

D2 ¼ �2Gζn

S Φf ;11E2þΦf ;22E1þΦf ;33E2

 �

Φg;12

D3 ¼ �2Gζn

S Φf ;11E2þΦf ;22E2þΦf ;33E1

 �

Φg;12

D4 ¼ 2G 1�2Gζn

S Φf ;12Φg;12

� 	
D5 ¼ �4G2ζn

S Φf ;12Φg;23

D6 ¼ �4G2ζn

S Φf ;12Φg;31

ðIXÞ

L1 ¼ �2Gζn

S Φf ;11E1þΦf ;22E2þΦf ;33E2

 �

Φg;23

L2 ¼ �2Gζn

S Φf ;11E2þΦf ;22E1þΦf ;33E2

 �

Φg;23

L3 ¼ �2Gζn

S Φf ;11E2þΦf ;22E2þΦf ;33E1

 �

Φg;23

L4 ¼ �4G2ζn

S Φf ;23Φg;12

L5 ¼ 2G 1�2Gζn

S Φf ;23Φg;23

� 	
L6 ¼ �4G2ζn

S Φf ;23Φg;31

ðXÞ

F1 ¼ �2Gζn

S Φf ;11E1þΦf ;22E2þΦf ;33E2

 �

Φg;31

F2 ¼ �2Gζn

S Φf ;11E2þΦf ;22E1þΦf ;33E2

 �

Φg;31

F3 ¼ �2Gζn

S Φf ;11E2þΦf ;22E2þΦf ;33E1

 �

Φg;31

F4 ¼ �4G2ζn

S Φf ;31Φg;12

F5 ¼ �4G2ζn

S Φf ;31Φg;23

F6 ¼ 2G 1�2Gζn

S Φf ;31Φg;31

� 	
ðXIÞ

where:

S¼Φg;11 E1Φf ;11þE2Φf ;22þE2Φf ;33

 �

þΦg;22 E2Φf ;11þE1Φf ;22þE2Φf ;33

 �

þΦg;33 E2Φf ;11þE2Φf ;22þE1Φf ;33

 �þ

þ2G Φg;12Φf ;12

 �þ2G Φg;23Φf ;23


 �þ2G Φg;31Φf ;31

 � ðXIIÞ
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